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ABSTRACT
The equations of motion and energy for an estuarine 
system are set up. The mean equations are obtained and the 
averaging operator is investigated.
A comparison between the Silver Bay theory is made. The 
importance of the averaging process, the mean steady state, 
the tidal velocity and the lateral velocity are re-evaluated. 
The simplified mean equations of flow are then obtained.
The numerical equation for evaluation of pressure grad­
ients and the velocity cross-products are obtained. Curva­
ture effects are found to be of importance. Second order
c~
terms are investigated and numerical equations for the eval­
uation of vz are found.
Some data from the Alaska Water Pollution Control Board 
is investigated. It is found that the Silver Bay Study neg­
lected to consider some important factors. Lateral flows tidal 
motion and river run-off need more consideration.
A Statistical consideration of data is found to be im­
portant. By hypothesis testing a clearer concept of the 
values of the assumptions can be made. It is found that much 
more data is needed.
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CHAPTER 1
HISTORY ‘AND MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ESTUARINE DYNAMICS
1.1 History of Estuarine Dynamics
For the last two decades attempts have been made to es­
tablish solutions to the equations of motion which would al­
low a description of the circulation and distribution of 
properties within an estuary. Most of the work has been on . 
coastal plain type estuary. Stommel and Farmer (1952) give 
a reviev; of this work. No general solution has yet been ob­
tained, and the approximate solutions are not applicable from 
one estuary to another.
The circulation and structure of a fluid should be con­
tained in the solutions to the general hydrodynamic equations.
These equations have been known for over a century.
They have been discussed in detail by Stokes (1847) and Lamb 
(1932). Special cases have been investigated where various 
terms have been neglected. Proudman (1953) has given a good 
summary on this work. Nearly all the work prior to 1950 dealt 
with open ocean circulation except for the case of tidal solu­
tions in coastal regions and estuaries (see Dronkers, 1964).
*■
The dynamics of inlet circulation made great strides 
with the investigations of Stommel(1951), Lesser (1951), and 
Cameron (1951). First attempts were made to classify the
different estuary types andtospecify terms in the hydrody­
namic equations which could be neglected. The ensuing sim­
plifications led to solutions of equations which could be 
compared with experimental data. Poor agreement between 
theory and experiment could be attributed to the neglect of 
important terms in the original equation, lack of knowledge 
of the terms or to insufficient experimental data.
Stommel and Farmer (1952) reviewed the work up to 1952. 
They classified estuaries and compared their classification 
with model basin studies. In the following year Pickard 
(1953) produced a general description of processes in fiord 
estuaries. No solution to the equations of motion for estu­
arine environment had yet been attempted. This was due to 
the lack of data (see Pritchard 1954) .
With the work by Maximom and Brown (1955) on the an­
alysis of the equation of mixing, and that by Pritchard 
(1956) on the time mean equation of motion, came rapid ad­
vances. This was followed by the work of Pritchard and Kent 
(1956) on stresses in lateral flows. Stewart (1957) presented 
a paper showing the importance of considering the effect of 
curvature, and suggested a re-analysis -of the Pritchard and 
Kent (1956) paper. Tully (1958) following the suggestion by 
Stewart (1957), concluded that if a section of estuary is
chosen with care, the Pritchard and Kent (1956) technique 
can be applied.
Work around 1960 was mainly concerned with obtaining 
data and evaluation of terms in the equations of motion. The 
Silver Bay analysis by McAlister, Rattray and Barnes (1959) , 
the study by Pickard (1961) are the classical descriptive 
works on fiord estuaries. Harleman and Ippen (1961) per­
formed a study on the basic factors which determine the dis­
tribution of salinity in well-mixed and partially mixed es­
tuaries. Bowden et al (1959) obtained experimental values 
of shearing stresses in tidal currents. Turbulence in tidal 
currents was measured by Bowden (1962), Bowden and Howe (1963) 
and by Grant, Stewart and Moilliet (1962). Schmitz (1962) 
presented a theoretical paper, discussing shearing stresses, 
wind stresses and velocities under different boundary condi­
tions .
More recent work has been directed towards the evaluation 
of terms involved in the calculation of wind stress. Mathe­
matical work by Rattray and Hansen (1962, 1965) has greatly 
simplified the equations describing flow and mixing in coastal 
plain estuaries. In 1966 Hansen and Rattray classified es­
tuaries according to their relative stratification and circula­
tion parameters. Most authors conclude that there is still
4insufficient theoretical and observational basis for an over­
all general theory.
The study by McAlister, Rattray and Barnes (1959) appears 
to be a fundamental paper on fiord estuary study. The work 
considers both the theory and experimental results in evalu­
ating flow. The paper, however, is not very rigorous in the 
theoretical sense and the experimental data do not seem ade­
quate. The study warrents a thorough analysis. This will be 
attempted in the pages following, but first the basic equa­
tions will be set down .
1.2 Equations of Flow.
The equations of motion are to be investigated here 
under certain boundary conditions. Basically the equations 
are those of a general Newtonian Fluid. Newton's equation of 
motion is the first equation to be considered:
Where F^ are the individual components of force 
is the total mass of the system 
d  is the acceleration of the system 
Physically this equation relates the sum of the external 
forces acting on a system to the product of the mass and ac­
celeration of the system. In the cases to be considered here
(i)
i */
5the expression becomes the well-known Navier '- Stokes equa­
tion (Rutherford 1959). The equation may be written
f d V - - y f . 3 ' v %  + j „ V ( V - y ) + /M V ' ( v )
where V  ~ ~ ^  "4 W  * *\f Xr
cJUt d t
f3 - density of the fluid
¥  = velocity of a particle in the fluid (in vector notation) 
V  = grad operator = div operator (as described by
by Sokolnifoff and Redhe'ffer (1958)
^  = pressure
^ = gravitational constant 
X  = gravitational potential 
dynamical viscosity 
JL = Coriolis vector
The equation assumes that the motion is related to a fixed 
co-ordinate axis. The assumption that matter is neither 
created nor destroyed leads to the equation
dS  ■+ v-fr v j = o
a t
- ttj
- 0.)
commonly called the equation of continuity. The assumption
is not really valid in the general case. Atomic and nuclear 
theory has shown that it would be better to use a mass-energy 
conservation theory. But in this case, mass conservation is 
adequate.
One further equation, an equation of state, is required. 
This may be expressed by the relationship,
l l  t  =  % . ( 5 )
2t ©•
where^ = entropy
= net accession of heat 
0  = temperature 
The concept of entropy presents difficulties in applying the 
equation of state to the whole system. It is usual to express 
the equation by an equivalent form involving the velocity of 
sound (c) in the fluid, and the associated pressure (p).
Thus the equation becomes
9 3  * i r + y . v f }  * -(6 )
T
where c£ = coefficient of thermal expansion.
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure. 
The equation
7; 1 1r-V ^  =  £ [/r,3j? ] + < ? [ ) < *  i f c ? * ]  -(7 )
dt dx 2* c>t
where
= concentration of pollutant 
K^ ., Ky, Kz = coefficients of diffusivities in the (x, y, z) 
direction is another important equation to consider. From 
this equation an estimation of diffusion rates can be calcu­
lated. In particular if were the concentration of salin­
ity, equation (7) would become the salt balance equation.
Rattray (1967) has expressed the salt balance equation in 
the form '
+ v - V S =  - i  ^ . b w ' S ' ]  -(s)
b P x  & <^2
where b = width of fjord 
S = salinity
u', w', S' are deviations from the mean of velocity in
x and z direction and from the salinity. The equation was
obtained under the assumption that there is no lateral motion.
0-
1.3 Expression of the Equations in Different Form.
A more useful set of equations is obtained from the 
general equations with certain simplifications. It is these
8s-implifications that need to be considered carefully, that 
the equations can be presented in the most manageable form. 
The equations that need to be considered are (2) and (4).
1.31 Equation of Continuity 
Recall equation (4)
This equation is often expressed in vector form. However it 
often eases algebraic manipulation if it is expressed in terms 
of tensors. The equation then becomes
i f  -t p  +■ vj i f  =  o
o>*j
•(9)
yhere the subscripts are taken to denote summation according 
to the Einstein convention. Expressed in the expanded carte­
sian form, the equation becomes
if . p f €5 * s- * 1 + -o°)
^  L ^  2 ]  o>2 § x Pj 9 Z
Where u, v, w are components of velocity in the (x, y, z) di­
rection. It is interesting to note that if the Lagrangian 
rather than the Eulerian (formulation), • had been used, equa­
tion (10) would become
9;■ j> r djc 4 3jr ^  Bjr t _ Q _(n)
££ ^ B x- 9  ^ <92.-*
In the Lagrangian formulation £1 - —
*/* P t
and the co-ordinate axis is moving with the fluid.
1.32 The Navier - Stokes Equation
Basically the Navier - Stokes equation (eq.(2)) is a 
statement about the forces present in the system. Substitut­
ing eq. (3) in (2) results in
A  l i r  i - T f - V y - l -  - V f  - 9 V X  +
-2 f J L W
The right hand side, taken term by term represents the pres­
sure force, gravitational force, molecular and Reynolds 
stresses and coriolis force. Dividing the equation by ^  
and expressing it in tensor notation results in
n  J T*i " f /  3 t y 3*! _ ( ai
where \) = ^ kinematical viscosity]-
(
1 even permute 
-1 odd permute 
0 if any i,j,k are equal
Since the Navier - Stokes equation is a vector equation, it
10
can be represented by its component equations. So, expres­
sing it in the tensor from, it can be manipulated as a single 
equation, and the components can be easily obtained at any 
moment of the analysis.
1.4 The Time Mean Equation of Motion
In order to be able to apply numerical methods, some of 
the terms must be expressed in different form. Both the vel­
ocity and pressure are considered to be composed of the sum 
of a mean and a perturbation from the mean. This statement 
can be expressed by the equations
V;7 - Vi + vi -
P ' = ?  p  — Ov)
where r
Vi> “ cCiKiJU J yI cbt
Vt = perturbed value (mean o f V t = 0 )
/» - Limit f  ‘ y  '
°
p = perturbed value 
has the physical interpretation of being the mean flow, 
and p the mean pressure. Equation (12) can now be further
11
generalized to give
2  +
<2>t ' ' a.-;
V- U — 2 CijkSij 0 ^* Vj, ^
e>%y <??/y
This equation is quite general. An assumption will now be 
made that the fluid is incompressible. As Munn (1966) points 
out, this is not strictly valid. However at a depth of 100' 
meters, by considering the fluid to be incompressible, an 
error is introduced of less than 1% in the pressure term. 
Clearly, under these conditions, the fluid can be considered 
incompressible with negligible loss in generality. The equa­
tion of continuity then becomes
£ /  +  vf _  0  (li-c.)
2 t d*j
and
e>_Vc _ o  (/&- £>)
P * t
Applying the operation of the mean on equation (16-b)
£/Vav„-)> = 1  f  £ ( V a n )  CU
f 7*“? ^  / J ^ e)&a,
and since the "x" is independent of "t" the right-hand-side
12
becomes
I JL h d  i I (V*-I i ' i ) e k  
T - v c C  r
Z jn
c) X i
As a consequence
d j i
d%i
9 vi
5 ^  ^
(/?)
s o
- 0 $)
are obtained.
By substitution of (17) and (18) into (15) and operating with 
the averaging operator the Mean Navier - Stokes equation is 
obtained. This is
^ V<» «-,*» Vjto 'J sr -j£ dj* 4 V P * V* — .Dy f Xi ”(f9)
This can be further simplified by a little algebra. If (16-b) 
is multiplied by (V^ + v^) it yields
/ (Vji V-J-) d (V;4v%') J  
\  d*i /
= o
, and on expansion
this becomes
(
Vj dj;  ^  * 'r O
13
But ^  - q j VJ — O and with further
3*4
algebra it can be shovm that
But
vychs* -t ifj = 2^
3 */
- C> (v<XTj)
d*j
So
6*)/  v ; <5_y.- ^  _ /  £>.\ /
On substitution of equation (*) into (19), the Navier - 
Stokes equation is obtained in the following form:
^ ‘ + Vj 3_Vt _ _jf jjP -/i v;vj) + Y; -feo)
St )xj /  V*; /
1.5 Equation of Mean Energy Flow
The energy equation can be used to determine the energy 
distribution within the system. It can be used to find the 
major energy fluctuations, and to evaluate the energy dis­
sipated by these fluctuations.
The total stress F Cj is given by
14
O-ij = -?£ij * J^ e ^  _ y° - (3.1)
where r .
a *> i I <---J
0 I pj
and
 ^ui 4. 3
£  ^<*) X i .
-  (1 1 )
where @ij is the strain tensor, iii is the displacement tensor, 
and f< u' vs7 is known as the Reynolds stresses for turbu­
lent motion. Landau and Leftshitz (195 9) discuss the Reynolds 
stress as a measure of momentum transfer due to the turbulence. 
The equation of energy for the totalsflo;w can be obtained by 
multiplying equation (12) by 1. This results in
It will be noticed that the coriolis term disappears. This 
may be expected because the coriolis force does no real work 
in the system. It appears in the equation merely as a con­
tribution due to the rotation of a co-ordinate axis. The en- 
ergy equation now becomes
15
Rearranging equation (24) it yields
+ W / J J V /  *Vt'Xi
^  3 * d  r J Snifxi
- (*■*)
Using a little algebra
__vf^ h '* y i\
l > « [  9 t i l
9  Vj jyj
and the right hand side becomes
vR ft'ay/) * i? M ^ ' )
t ' d*i • 2*; <?*j
M * '
 ^d%:1 P*;
From the definition of the rate of strain tensor for the
total flow
/ <?V/ + 3  Vi
the energy equation finally yields
r M  i K £y]-2^ i ^
it  ~ r J S*1
This equation (26) states that the time rate of change in 
kinetic energy per unit mass is equal to (taking the terms
-ftc)
16
in order from left to right) the sum of
(i) Work done by the total pressure head
(ii) Work done by the body forces
(iii) Work done by the viscous stresses
and (iv) Rate of dissipation of energy by viscosity 
The mean energy flow equation is obtained by operating on 
equation (25) by the averaging operator. This yields
The turbulent energy equation is also of interest. This 
can be obtained by subtracting the mean energy flow equation 
(27) from that of the total flow (26) . The resulting equa-
Equation (27) is extremly useful, since it can be seen that 
the total equation need not be evaluated to obtain any mean­
ingful results. For example, the .total, work done by the pres 
sure head is the term
17
. Expanded into cartesian form it yields
where (Vx , Vy , Vz) are the mean velocities in the (x, y, z)
of (*) can easily be carried out. The other terms of the 
equation can also be evaluated independent of the rest of the 
terms.
1.6 Equation of Motion in Cartesian Components
Since the numerical evaluation of the Navier - Stokes 
equation is one aim of t'hev study, the cartesian components 
need to be investigated. The cartesian components can easily 
be obtained from the tensor equation. TJie tranaformations
direction and V2 = V^ 2 + Vy 2 + Vz2. The numerical evaluation
> = (x.y.i )
The equations then become(x - direction)
y - direction
<3v' + u'ay'. v$v\ wsy'.. .< sj . w *  v'+ y -&<>) 
a  9* h h  f h
z - direction
iW’f u j Vc>yJ 4 W cM _ df -c -iwCn<j) [4 t'l)Vlty
Ft j* ij it ? ii -(?o
The mean equations corresponding to these become
2U. + UdU + VdU * W ^ U  -j d^P t V \7iU-t -j V " z u) C» W  ‘t X 
it ?x  <9y ?i f  p *  ~ & 2)
9 W  + U3>W f- V J W  4. W d W  ts. — J  Q j 3 —  o -t 'O  V  ty  — ZloCf>(j> (A 
dt 2 X  <5>£ f
/<? (Sx^y-Zi. (*&))- / U v m )
\ Bit’ / \ c)y / \ di /
1.7 The Time Averaging Operator.
The method of averaging is important to the analysis.
The average is a time mean operator in the case of an estu­
arine system. Consider a random function F ~ F > t K
then the time average of F is defined as
19
('f'y « F = JU*CdL ~ f  F (xb oU “ frs)
' 7 r->«c / Jo
) X  * Twhere *£i —  * > and I is the period of observation
it
Since the function F need not be a completely random func­
tion, and since there is not an unlimited amount of data, a 
different method of approach is needed. One possible legit­
imate way in which an operator could be used in the time in­
terval (0, T), where T is finite, would be to consider the 
operator as a filter. That is, any periodic function can be 
eliminated by integrating over the period of that function, 
if it is of a particular form. Consider a function •/<*> 
then
< » >  - j  f  f(*)ckt
*'0
Moreover if is a harmonic function, say fd)
f(t)~ A Cco[ crt * A  where are time
independent then
= f T/(t) M  = o 
J0
In particular the tidal velocity, which contributes to the 
overall velocity of the flow, is in the form of a set of har­
monic. functions. Lamb (1932) uses the tidal velocity in the
20
form
u = uoC0$ (crt+bx), where CT, I) are
constants and Uc is a function of x. The period of the tidal
velocity is *LIT . If T is chosen as a multiple of ^JT then 
O' or
z j  U M  = o -& 7>
I Jo
n = integer - 1
If the mean square value of U is obtained, the operation 
yields
< U ‘>  = f  “  o U  =
The method of obtaining a time mean automatically filters out
7. IX
all the motions which have a period of m  (n positive in­
teger) . It can be seen that if the period is taken as that 
of the diurnal tide, then the only remaining effects due to 
the tidal motion will be in the long period terms.
It should be pointed out that if the integration is over 
an interval larger than the period, say *r. then the form of 
the operator becomes
21
numerically evaluated. Substituting • •
U' = U + vx + UT
V' = V + vy + VT
w ' = w + vw + wT
into equations (29), (30) and (31) respectively (where UT
VT< WT are the components of the tidal velocity), the com­
ponent equations of motion are obtained. However if the co­
ordinate axis are chosen in the correct fashion both VT and 
WT will be small enough to be neglected. The viscous stres­
ses are only important, under normal conditions, very close 
to boundaries, and for most part of the flow can be neglected. 
Since the variation of the mean velocity over a time period 
is small compared to the other meaningful terms of the equa­
tion, a steady state condition can be assumed. This can be 
illustrated by a simple calculation. Suppose U = 10 cm./sec. 
andAu = 1 cm./sec. over a period of 1 month. Further, if 
Au = l cm./sec. over a distance of 1 km., then the order of 
^  is at least one lower than U 5_U However it could become
a* a*
very critical, for ifA U  changed by 1 cm./sec. in 10 days 
while HU change 1 cm./sec. in 2 km. then the terms would be 
of the same order. Under the assumptions considered, the 
component equations of motion become
22
x - direction
K M  j  y c)U j  W dU  „  „  / dj* ^ . ^ V ~ Z U j C n > $ ) W  -f X  
P* P? P 2. f  dx _, (Jto)
y - direction
fa I)
u d v  + v m W c)y ~ _ i  _ - f  u  + y  _ / P
P x  Py P £ /* Py ' Px /
-  ^  P, ^  -  ^p.6/y
2 - direction - ^
U  +  VPv*/  ^ l /P t f  r  Pp -  ?,U>Cod> U  "  < 7 " ^  ~  ^V*
T~ ^7, r /> v, </ \  2>x. /
3 *  P / P£ /  P2 ~(t+Z)
—  ^  J?- (vyVi)'^  — ^
Furthermore if the estuary is chosen such that there is lit­
tle to no curvature, then V = O for all practicable purposes. 
The equations are then further simplified to
( J M  4.  W d U  *  Uo dUo  a _i. p ?  -ZuC><j>VJ + X - / i L b r * v S y  
d% I  } x .  f  J x  'P *  /
o  ~ + y ~  f U  - / _  /«?< ^ ^ y  ~/dbf^
f  Py '?* /  /  \S* /
23
• WJ V/--L  d P  ~ q- 2u> &pj>U -
$X Bi P dl * ' ' d* *
-  ^  | ^  ^  'O
Under the same assumptions that were involved in obtaining 
(43) (44) and (45) the mean energy equation becomes
£ i(u0*+ uN-w*)« - M  u($ * ~s> f •+ u N ^ n
at ^  J p /  ^ 1 J
r J f 2.U ^izUoMo+U^V+UJU}')+y i
* U *  { dx d* j* di 'J
zwdvf + yjdU 4 WdW ]
c>2 ^2 ?x J
— 2,>j) £^w+vV) +/ f  ^ + W )^1 + (JX- Wft
[ l ! i (  /  t a  j j  l - ’ i  / J  ‘ l —
|C>r»\r^+ ^ PCv^vy^t^HTxV^J . C«j**y .*
9 General Discussion
In the preceeding sections the necessary equations for 
a discussion of estuaries have been presented. They will be 
the equations needed for a critical investigation into the 
Silver Bay experiment. One of the most important remarks 
from the previous sections was that concerning operators.
The operator and its effects need to b’e understood so that a 
physical meaning can be obtained from the results. It is 
also important to start from the most general equation and 
to simplify after considering carefully the validity of the 
assumptions.
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The component equations of motion that have been ob­
tained, need to be investigated term wise to allow numerical 
evaluation. The data will then be used in the theoretical 
equations. From this it can be concluded that either the
theory is sufficient or that it needs extensions and modifi-
*
cations.
CHAPTER 2
A CRITIQUE OF THE EQUATIONS USED IN THE- SILVER BAY STUDY
2.0 The Critique.
A critique of any paper does not necessarily mean that 
one criticizes in an adverse manner. A critique is construc­
tive rather than destructive. One reviews the assumptions, 
checks the validity of the argument, and at the same time 
tries to extend the theory into a better fitting, more rig­
orous one. In an experiment of the dimension of the Silver 
Bay study, many difficulties in data collection and physical 
intepretation are encountered. Technological advances over­
come problems in data collection, but they do not directly 
aid in the development of the theory. The development of 
the theory is very much dependent upon thorough investigation 
of the assumptions involved, and a correct mathematical pro­
cess in handling the raw data. In the Silver Bay study the 
experimental results are in some conflict with the theory used. 
An investigation into the assumptions and mathematical meth­
ods is necessary. In the subsequent sections of this chapter, 
a critique on the methodology of the Silver Bay study will 
be carried out.
2•1 The Longitudinal Component of the Equation of Motion:
Of the three component equations of motion, the
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longitudinal component is perhaps the most important. The 
main flow is in this direction, and the tidal effect is the 
greatest in this direction. Equation (29), (section 1.6) 
gives the longitudinal component of motion. When compared
I
to the Silver Bay study equation (2)
V* Py* f ir& pjrx c rfvrx t P t +X
there is a difference of M V V *  and mi m McAlister, 
Rattray, and Barnes do not explain why they have omitted the 
consideration of the two terms. It was found, in the deriva­
tion of equation (40), that the terms expressing viscosity 
are only important in boundary considerations. They can be 
neglected when compared to the turbulent stresses. This is 
a possible explanation for the omission of the viscous term 
by McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes. But what are the conse­
quences for the omission of {'2U> Co (j) ) in the equation of
motion? If the term is comparable in magnitude to the other 
terms of the equation, then a sizable error can be introduced.
A numerical consideration of this will now be shown. Consider
the ratio Since '7,wCo<j> can be expres­
sed as -2 %r.t-~f Qjj ch xJV , then
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firv 
~~ Cart, <j> Ill ~ (4 7)
O' io° lo° 3 0 °
0 0 /7 63 O o-S77V
*5 m 5 0 ° 6 0 0 "7 0**
l-o l-l # 173ZI 2-7-V75
14 o
Consider the following table:
*  ."tctSA y
4>
t&SA§>
If Vg and Vt are of the same order, then unless Cp is at ex­
treme low values or high values, the contribution of the term 
is appreciable. The location of the Silver Bay 
study was at a latitude o f ^  55° N. The ratio R for this 
latitude becomes
R
"iTy
V*
(w)
If the criterion for neglecting the vz term were that it con­
tributed to an error of only 5%, then {Vgf ~ -i- • But
‘ I V  2 $
it is found that I^ 1  l at certain regions (see section
4.2 ). This clearly indicates that at least some remark 
should have been made by McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes about 
the term - (&<§> V& t even if later it is found to be negligi­
ble.
i
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2.2 The Time Averaging Process.
The mathematics of the averaging process has already 
been discussed. The Silver Bay authors have ommitted to 
discuss the averaging operator. The authors do not specify 
the type of averaging operator, nor do they explain the 
physical meaning of the average. Furthermore no justifica­
tion is offered for taking a period of two tidal cycles. A 
mention is made to the extent that the turbulent fluctuations 
have a time scale smaller than the period of averaging process.
The present accepted view of a mean flow cannot be de­
fined without also specifying the time over which the aver­
age is taken. The fluctuation about the mean is called tur­
bulence— turbulence is a statistically random process. Ac­
tually, the averaging process is a filtering precess, where 
turbulence with period less than two tidal periods can be 
filtered out from the data. This can be shown by considering 
the following example. Consider some turbulence to have a
where A, b, and % are constants.
Assume persists and I / the
period of the averaging process. Further, assume that
Then it can be written that
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>-i j $ £x> [b"t + )
*T j0
- —  [A £  -.i&r1, £7
If now X. - *H ' where n is an integer, then
r,  ^  ^ ^
If ?_Ir and T<?<J then ~r~z~‘~^ O and v-/ 0 • For example,5 i) i ' »
if yiiy - T then 2.HJV~ bT < then A  s ^  and for large N,
b fc> T ■Z ji »v
A  O • •tt ^ust be remembered that turbulence is a ran-
ZlTtJ
dom function and will not maintain its harmonic functional 
form. If, however, the turbulence were present due to some 
persisting meteorological condition, then the time involved 
might be critical. If the time for which the turbulence per­
sists is of the same order as that of the averaging process,
then the mean flow will include a characteristic of the fluc­
tuation.
2.3 The Mean Steady State:
4■
In most cases the variation of a function with respect 
to time will be negligible, compared to variation with posi­
tion. The flow in an estuary will depend on the quantity of
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fresh wa‘ter entering the estuary from its various sources. 
When considering terms of the form / , the time in-
volved will be important. If the time period is that of
seasonal magnitude, say of the order of three months, it
"V \
—  / would be small enough to be ne-
e) t t
glected. In the Silver Bay study it was found that the 
March and July surface velocities were 12 cm./sec. and 18 
cm./sec. respectively. This would give a value for ^ / =
/•jig cm./sec. In relation to the other terms of the
equation it might be small. But it would not require a large 
physical change for to become substantial enough to
be considered. If the was to change from 12 cm./sec. to
18 cm./sec. in a time period of one week then ( ^
' c>t '
1’2. Xl0 cm./sec. This is of the order of terms which were
not neglected in the Silver Bay study. It can be concluded
that it would be desirable to obtain data for the estimation
of *L V* . The seasonal conditions might be varied enough 
e > * t
for term to become important.
d't
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2'. 4 The Tidal Velocity.
The only tidal velocity component that is usually con­
sidered is the longitudinal component. The Silver Bay study 
considered only this component. However Lamb (1939) has 
shown the importance of considering three components of 
tidal velocity. The components are taken to act along the 
co-ordinate axis. There is a definite need to find some re­
lation between the type of estuary and the tidal components. 
Here it will suffice to mention only that there are three 
components, and not only one, as is implied by the Silver 
Bay study. Under certain conditions, for example strong cur­
vature, all the components become very important. For chan­
nels, and this includes estuaries, the oscillatory tide can 
be expressed in the form (see Defant 1961)
U  - I?' £rt[<r(t -fl] - £ Cn[z<r(t- £)]
-  i* [ 2 & (t - f
4 C
A. = constant 
& =  frequency of wave 
C = velocity of wave 
If the channel is of rectangular form/ then equation (49) be­
comes Li x U e O O  C&z ■+ ~
Equation (50) is only valid if the inlet is of the rectangu­
lar type, yet it was used in the Silver Bay study. Silver
Bay has strong elements of curvature, s'o one would expect 
errors to arise in the analysis. In chapter three this will 
be discussed further.
where U^ , is the tidal velocity U r sM°Ce>& • In the Silver 
Bay study they were obtained by averaging over two tidal 
cycles, and they obtained
However it was found in the derivation of equation (39) and 
in the discussion of time average operator that equation 
(51-b) cannot be correct. It appears that the error has 
been due to the misuse of the operator. The operator that 
should have been used is
The values of both found
integer
For the case of two tidal periods the-operator becomes
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For a tidal velocity one then obtains
/ U t 3 1 ! t V  j  f  *  [■* u 'C i'f ilo U . ^JLUedu*
\  / x T /_ ^  dX.
It appears that the Silver Bay study used the form 
' / =  £  /
dX
/ U r  ^ ~ r 7 = I  f ' 7 ~ = Uo3- °
\  2 v / 1 * 0  P X  c)^
A consequence of this, if the averaging period were nT, is 
that
' T 9 % /  T L  h  1
This is an obvious erroneous result. There is also a possi­
bility that an arithmetic or printing error has been made.
But whatever the reason for the error, it should be corrected. 
A misplaced constant often produces large errors. As an ex- 
ample of this, consider the differential equation ~— - «. -'A X.
o K *
(n is constant). This has as a possible solution X * nit.
If the original equation had been s -Itj1 X then X &
oLt'
and in general '‘A't 41 7lt . In the Silver Bay study,
the numerical value of Uo <IU& was small enough to be completely
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neglected, when compared with other terms of'the equation of 
motion. However, this is not always the case and when it is 
not the case it is imperative that the correct form is used.
A most interesting speculation can be inferred from aver­
aging process. The tidal force over the whole inlet in one 
direction (on the ingoing tide), is, or should be, equal to 
the tidal force in the opposing direction (outgoing tide).
If this were not the case there would be a net resultant 
tidal force. There is no non-zero net tidal force. This 
does not mean that there is a net zero tidal force over ev­
ery section of the inlet. Quite to the contrary, in the pres­
ence of strong curvature, one would expect a net non-zero 
tidal force. The Silver Bay study does not consider this 
discussion. As will be seen later, in chapter three, it is 
a very important point to consider.
2.5 The Lateral Velocity
The lateral velocity is assumed negligible by the 
Silver Bay study and it was assumed a o *" (si )
This is not true in general, and even w h en  is very small
4-
with respect to it can still contribute an important a-
mount to the equation. One needs only to consider the simple 
case of inertial currents (see Neumann and Pearson Jr. 1966).
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Under the simplifications of a frictionless ocean, with no 
pressure gradients in the x and y direction, the lateral and 
longitudinal equations of motion become
-  Z UoAwx. cj> xr^  “  o  — (52)
oU
^  ** -h Z LO S&en ^  _  (S \ \
c U
This leads to the equation
Tfy ojyn. _ vH ofy* =. z U) c x (J) _ ($ii)
<M pU ;
where C 1 ^
By allowing ^  s CsH, we can write that 
v
cJ (C r t £ ( ' ) = Z  LO cj> ^  (S S )
or that a/f( - ~z J ™  $  ~ f  —  {5 &)
o£t
This equation shows that the fluid moves in a circle at a con­
stant speed. This circle is usually called the circle of in-
*■
ertia. In the northern hemisphere the flow is anticyclonic 
while in the southern this is cyclonic. Recall that this is 
an effect due to the earth's rotation, the equations can be
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treated "in a facile method if presented in cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates. At first sight the inertia current might be 
overlooked. However the physical effects of these currents 
are pronounced enough to be easily seen in Alaskan streams.
In winter the phenomenon is apparent. For example in a 
stream there would exist a preferred direction for the cur­
rent to flow. While the rest of the river ices over, there 
are open sections indicating a' stronger flow. This flow is 
consistent with the theory of inertia currents. The preceed- 
ing discussion suggests that at any particular section, there 
is a non-zero mean lateral velocity. The same phenomenon is 
evident in Endicott Arm (S. E. Alaska), a fjord type estuary. 
There the movements of icebergs (surface particles) follow a 
path which gives a non-zero lateral component of mean veloc­
ity. The actual magnitude of the velocity could warrant fur­
ther investigation. It must be remembered that there could 
be areas in an inlet where there will be no lateral velocity. 
It is interesting that the work done by the Water Pollution 
Control Board (1957) in Silver Bay indicates that strong 
lateral flows exist. Although relative to V* and i/^  V'^ O 
might be justified, but some data verification is required.
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2.6 Equation of Mean Flow (Longitudinal' Component) .
It has already been pointed out that the Silver Bay 
study equation (2) is incorrect; the correct equation will 
now be obtained. If the authors of the Silver Bay study used 
an incorrect averaging operator, then there is a possibility 
that there are other errors present as a consequence of the 
incorrect operator.
2.61 Correlation of Perturbation and Tidal Velocity.
The statement by McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes that no 
relation exists between the perturbation velocities and the
tidal velocity, at first sight appears legitimate. The fluc­
tuations are considered to have periods of less than two 
times the tidal period. This of course allows one to consider 
perturbations of at least one tidal cycle. Since the fluctu­
ations are of random nature, over a long period of time the 
< W  u >  will be negligible in respect to other terms present 
in the equation. There may exist individual elements of (vM) 
•which are sizable. As a: pertinent exercise consider 
the following problem. Let ‘V* and U have a form
W  -  f b )  ( x . - c V > )  _  ( 5 7 )
H  'Z Co ( js ( x  ■* vt))
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U =  UjCx.)
z
- & )
( * J  p >  % > c )  a r e  c o n s t a n t s
It can then be written that
v i  Li = U q (*) y?s>
z
and
/Vu) = UM ^
^  ' Z T  L
2. T~(P 2+ L —r(?‘Z-t«<)
On further simplification it is found that
^  U.(*> {£) ^ 3p * -  ~ r ] * ^ <1 rj |  ”  ^
It can be seen from this result that for certain combinations 
of {t(,p ,%j() the term l « M > |  can vary from a maximum of 
|U.f| to a minimum ofO- This means that a further investi­
gation into the values of U«(^) and -j (j*) is required. In the 
Silver Bay study it is found that Llo(#0 is of small enough 
order to be neglected. Physically j (2)•would also be a small 
term. Under these conditions the value j^©"f | can be disre­
garded. However in other inlets this might not be the
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situation. Rosenberg et al (1967) , found that Cook Inlet 
(S. E. Alaska), had large tidal components, and strong turbu­
lence. In that case the correlation term may be very signif­
icant.
2.62 Discussion of Stress Terms
The assumption that the molecular stress terms are very 
much smaller than the corrosponding eddy-stress terms is just­
ified only under certain special conditions. The molecular 
stress terms become very important at the boundaries. Any 
theory that considers the whole inlet needs to consider 
boundary conditions and thus molecular stresses. However in 
general the turbulent flow is such that the molecular agita­
tion is trivial in comparison to the bulk motion of the ed­
dies. Munn (1966) found that the errors in measuring the 
values of the eddy terms are of about the same order as the 
values of the molecular stresses. This is a further justifi­
cation for neglecting the molecular stresses.
2.63 The Longitudinal Equation
Under all these previous considerations the Silver Bay 
study equation (2) is justified to the extent that two more 
terms need to be added. These terms are Vg and ~ JUoQi
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The equation should read
+ v± dtfji + dy* -} 2}}o - - - 37 + fir^
dx It d*l I dx. p  d* __ ^
Here it is appropriate to quote from a paper by Stewart 
(1957) . "Because of large tidal velocities and the small 
dimension of estuaries, it is not justified to ignore the 
effects of curvature of flow when computing the dynamic bal­
ance of the current system". This in effect states that 
even if for all practical purposes Vy = O  it is not justi­
fied to infer that yr q  ___ (&l)
^ ?>Cj
The Silver Bay study was written in 1959, two years after 
Stewart's paper. The most probable explanation for the re­
sults obtained by McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes is that they
that the authcars were unaware of Stewart's paper, or felt that 
it was unimportant in their case..
One reason why they may have neglected the effect of 
curvature is that the region investigated is rather rectan- 
gular. This is seen in figure 1 page 41. To see how impor­
tant ai UK can become, and how the
V
considered T/y = 0 then V* -a- OX = It would seem
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curvature of an inlet must be considered, the motion can be 
considered in two parts. The system can be considered as
consisting of motion into two sections
(i) Inflowing Section 
(ii) Outflowing Section 
Consider figure 1; the flow into the inlet would follow the 
thick, arrow, while the flow out of the inlet would follow 
the dotted arrow. There is no reason why the flows should 
follow the same paths. Furthermore, intuitively one can see 
a non-zero net'V'g . But perhaps the most interesting observa­
tion is that the tidal functions are different for ingoing
and outgoing tides (later in chapter 3 this will be proved).
«
This can be seen by considering the boundary conditions for 
the two sections. Let U-j- be the mean ingoing tidal velocity 
and U0 the outgoing. The resultant mean tidal velocity over 
a tidal cycle would be C(o“ Uj 4 0 . This could seem to in­
dicate that more water is flowing out of the inlet than into,
or more water is flowing in, than out of the inlet. It
should actually be inferred that the flow is irregular and 
that in some sections and in- others - {A % { 0 so
that averaging over the whole inlet U o*Uj=0 . It can also 
be shown the way in which the flow is affected by the curva­
ture. Consider two sets of co-ordinates (^,^,2) and (T ,0’,'%)
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the cartesian and cylindrical polar co-ordinates. The co­
ordinate axis could be set up as in figure 2 page 44. The 
section that is of interest is section A. This can be con­
sidered in two parts, part I when flow is into the inlet, and 
part II for flow out from the inlet. The inflow'conditions 
can be expressed by ( 7/*, ) and the outflow conditions
by ( ). The transformation equations from one sys­
tem to the other are
x -  r  U  & "  t4°
y = r Au&
'U'x- Vr (&>&■- V&  e- - ( ^
Vf
V r3 v& o -t Vy (b5)
V©,s. ** V *  •&£#% & + Vj — (6 C)
There are many restrictions to the flow. Due to drag the 
currents are usually slower near the sides of a channel than 
they are in the middle. Kinsman (1966) suggests a rule of 
thumb for tidal currents, that the average velocity over a 
section will be about 3/4 of the central surface velocity.
But for any particular &■, V~r will vary so that V® 0
then V'y - Vr dm. S’ Cm &^0  unless » - ftyit 0  tfy ,
and of course there is a possibility of this.
VELOCITY CONTOURS for EBB and FLOOD TIDES
FIGU
RE
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2:64 Dimensional Considerations.
In the Silver Bay study McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes
r o
considered that terms of magnitude 1 X 10 cm^ea and smaller 
could be neglected. This allowed them to neglect the term 
(A o ° (orders 4 X 10“  ^cm./sec?) . TTy was considered neg­
ligible, but how small must it be? The coriolis parameter 
1 X 10"^/sec. and so for Vy to be neglected the term 
■f^<l X 10-5 cm./sec? or 10“  ^cm./sec. The Alaskan
Water Pollution Studies (1957), using drift poles, computed 
that there existed a vector component of velocity in the y 
direction. In fact for the surface motion at some places
and 1^  were of the same order.
An easy way to visualize this is by the motion in the 
following manner. Let V be the velocity of the motion, and 
let the motion be orientated 0 away from the longitudinal 
direction.
Then = V
Ir^  - V/
and thus ^  - v * D"
At the surface of Silver Bay V'n.'ZZ 10 cm./sec., and the value
of 0  for 10"^ cm./sec. is that
1 0" eT G- < i C
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If 1/* = *1 cm./sec. then v<5 #3 . But in many places 0 is
at least 20° and this suggests that more measurements taking
lateral motions into consideration should be made.
Another difficulty in measuring the mean lateral flow 
is that the lateral fluctuations are possibly of the same 
order as the flow. However lateral flow does exist, and it 
must be considered. There is a method, for surface currents, 
to find this velocity. By finding a velocity path, i.e. a 
velocity contour, or better still the track of the maximum 
velocity a vector component analysis can be made. One can 
resolve in the x and y direction and thus find the components
17* and •
2.65 Second Order Terms
The term still poses some difficulty. Two
incorrect assumptions might have produced a correct result.
two parts of the expression cancel or nearly cancel each 
other. The error obtained by considering this assumption 
might be tolerable for the Silver Bay calculations. If the 
tables (4). and (5) in the Silver Bay study are considered as 
correct (in chapter 3 they will be shown to be incorrect) 
then the assumption is justified. This leaves
, it is possible that these
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»  ■ f  - z w O n f i  v i  X  —  ( 6 7 )
as a second order (magnitude) equation, where X is the lon­
gitudinal component of body force. What this body force rep­
resents physically is still relatively unknown. As a first 
approximation it could be neglected. Since then it is pos­
sible to measure Vy , Vy. , A y , j? and Cl) one could numerically 
calculate . The present way that is found is by con­
sidering the salt balance equations under certain simplify­
ing assumptions. But by using equation (67) it can be shown 
that -
■f v  _ ir,
7 t - f a )
3 to Cto <p
This would now have to be tested to see if it is valid.
The type of analysis of equating second order terms is 
a very common one, in dealing with the equations of a relativ- 
istic fluid (see Chandrasekhar 1961). The method has been 
successful in giving physically significant solutions. Un­
fortunately one cannot immediately verify the equation (68) 
since no was measured and little accurate data are known. 
However an estimate can be made using a possible value for . 
Now
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letting • IT^  = £{ U“3J , - p <f% where c( and are constants
then ITj -a- X
*■/$ 9 K
results in
■v, - ^
A t  the surface in Summer (July conditions)
v , »  * [
XiO"^
\ /•#**?/ /
If K> an<^  /& = ^  then
-p tt T ~ ^ - 1 ^  ~  - =. ~ O ’Z*>'J O.nj^^C
t  50 [ /-qzsi J  ^*2
This value of seems a reasonable value. One can see that 
with the aid of a velocity current meter where both a n d
will be measured, equation (68) could give values o f .
2.66 The Body Force (lonqtudinal component).
The assumption X = 0 has been made; there is no reason 
why it should be zero. However it is possible that from
cs. 3^ f  Vy irg -  kV)
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some better understanding of a longitudinal body force can 
be found. By setting up a data grid where all the variables 
of the right hand .side are measured, an analytical function 
can be constructed. From the constructed function it may 
then be possible to apply a physical interpretation.
2.67 Analysis of Results Obtained by Silver Bay Study.
It is surprising that with all the approximations and 
assumptions made by McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes, that good 
results were obtained (see Table 4 and 5 Silver Bay study).
This could be attributed to the native ingenuity of the 
authors in making the right assumptions. This suggests that 
equation (68) or (69) might have meaningful physical signif­
icance. There is certainly a need for more data to evaluate 
the problem.
2.7 The Lateral Equation of Motion.
In considering the lateral equation, similar problems 
are experienced as were present in the longitudinal equation.
The general equation is
t ^ J y ?  = - - f v x i Y
it dx. dy ^ ^ 3 (lo)
/  )\  .  /
"  \  s* / \-h~i / \2i /
The question of 1 3^ = 0  is critical in equation (70) . If 
Vjs o equation (70) becomes
0 0
Note that the Silver Bay study equation (4) is incorrect.
Here there is a meaning for the Y force, as that of the cen­
tripetal force due to the curvature of the channel. This is 
the first time that the Silver Bay authors mentions the impor­
tance of curvature, when they are considering their equation 
(4). When looking at equation (70) in the light of dimen­
sions of the terms, equation (71) becomes the first order 
equation and
Their equation is
the 2nd order equation. This gives us an alternative way of 
calculating The equation (*) becomes
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All that_is needed to solve equation (72) is that , V^j All, fey
be known. As in section (2.65) there are no data for 1Aj 
to be able to verify . But at least equation (72) warrants 
further investigation, for it could facilitate the evaluation 
of .
2.8 The Vertical Equation of Motion.
The equation of vertical motion is well known. It can 
be written as a first order
Equation (74) could be used in checking the validity of equa­
tion (72) . The Ify could be calculated from Ujc and the value 
of V t  obtained from (72). Then a comparison of “Wy (from data) 
and 17^  (from equation (74)) could be made.
O
and a second order component,
(7H-)
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD
3.0 Introduction.
Theory enables one to decide what the important terms 
of an equation are, but methods need to be devised, so that 
the terms can be evaluated. In the previous chapter the im­
portant terms of the equation of motion were found. In this 
chapter methods of evaluating numerically each individual 
term will be presented. The Silver Bay study will be used 
as a basis for the evaluations; the Silver Bay methods will 
be extended to the general case where possible, and made more 
rigorous where necessary. It is important to point out that 
in a numerical evaluation of a particular term, there may be 
alternative equivalent ways of evaluation. The method of 
evaluation is dependent upon the specific conditions that 
the problem imposes.
3.1
In evaluating the pressure gradient, the usual method 
of evaluation is by use of the hydrostatic equation. The 
hydrostatic equation is used since it -is well known, and in­
troduces minimum error. This equation is
l 3_P 
f  ^  i
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and on integration yields
2
(p/ 2f>* J  f  f  « 2  _  ^
s/- |
where is the displacement from mean sea level, of the sur­
face. The equation (76) can be differentiated to yield
t -  L  - (n >
Using the theorem of differentiation of integrals (see
Sokolnikoff and Redheffer 1966)
U,(e()
oUc
Uq(o< )
**** ^  - f h w / j  cl- il' - fiU'to,*]
of «c ^
i r  H‘i<]
''V*(!c) 2 *
Consider the pressure function, ^>c t < W )  then
- J  f  p  dz.
'’-ft*)
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^  -  J  f  (*>'*>&) &  -  J f f c i j - f )  d (r? )
2?C of tL et?£ $
°f£
e>x
if *tt +<, f* tr * ' ** i f d J + 3  -  c?*>
9 %  J- f  °'c
where P. is the density at the surface -4 . This equa-
*S
tion (78) differs from the Silver Bay study equation (8). 
The Silver Bay study equation (8) is
J fs ^  9 ^
d* obc J0
and the difference is
O
* /  d i  -  (?)
2x
The magnitude of y is cms, with z in terms of 100 meters.
The error in neglecting the contribution of (■*) is less than 
0 .1%, and at the same time the equation becomes simple to 
manage. The equation now becomes
s. ^  f  ?  f  'm'C'7 f )
^ % c&et •/o 2 &
and is valid for the degree of accuracy required. This is
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the same equation as the Silver Bay study equation (8 ). The
—. represents the surface slope (see Neumann and Pierson 
olX,
1966).
In the study of the salt balance for Silver Bay (Silver 
Bay study, section 5.2) the horizontal component of the tur­
bulent flux of salt is shown to be negligible compared to 
the horizontal advection of salt. If it can be assumed by 
analogy that the horizontal component of turbulent flux of 
momentum is also negligible compared to the other terms in 
the equation of motion, then the terms
£> (v* V x ^ (  § (v* vx. ) N
/  will drop from
the equation in which they may appear. Physically the as­
sumption is valid, as the motion of the salt and the turbu­
lent flux of momentum have a high correlation. The equation 
for longitudinal motion (equation 60 ) can then be written
2 x. 2 1  \  f  /  \ /
/  d (%r* \?J)\ _
Writing \ T f. ~ . , and using equation
\
equation (79) results in
~ f  f  ^  J -- J f  ~ 4 J f  ^ r  of £
/ £>& I s & c  dl J
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I  F&l) t f f c d i  v % Z =• '  f  + vt 3y*
f  & A  f  Jo Z X  I <5X a * ,
Equation (80) should correspond to the Silver Bay study equa­
tion (9)
2? f*
F i i n  I  $ x  I  S K  a g
There are a couple o£ differences, but probably a result of 
typing errors. But more important than misprints is the 
fact that in equation (80), some terms have been neglected. 
These terms are
r  ^ V ,  -  f  ~ x [ ($-}
The operations that will now be carried out on equation (80)
will have to be considered carefully. The same operations
on (*) might result in a breakdown of the system.
The pressure gradient term is the one being obtained.
Equation (80) has to be operated upon in such a way that the 
ol S ,
term — is found, since then the pressure term can be calcu- 
d>c
lated from equation (79). Operating by*an integral over the 
interval (z(>Z2) on equation (80) results in
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/2 , '
r
2^  Pyv*- •/ V% J d zPyi.
P-Z /
^  j. dz 
5 x
-  6?/)
so that 
c/_f j-
cd%
f t  i f  olio! 2 -  f  \FCxi,) -Ffr^ )j
/ y e ^  ^  z £ * - 2.)
J  /aw*
^?J.- 2 /) Jf%
f  (t * SJ *  -t V£ }fx \ CIi (sz)
The interval (z-^ , z^ ) is arbitrary, so it can be chosen to 
simplify equation (82) as much as possible, (z^  / z2). It 
is desirable not to choose a surface value of z, since at the 
surface both the inertial term and the stress terms are not 
well known. McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes chose the values 
(z^, z^ ) = (12,100) meters. In this region they found that 
djJ}; , and were zero, and this simplified
equation (82) to
i l
oi’Z
f  F(x> /<*>)o f?, d z  -  ________ _
fx 2  A
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It can be calculated from the silver Bay conditions that
F(x, z) at the bottom of Silver Bay will have a magnitude of
-V, - if . O I 6-0)
~ 10 cm./sec. The value of     then becomes
JJt (t e o - t’2. )_ &
10 • Since the water is homogeneous, and since the
lapse rate is the order of only 0.2°C/1000 meters (see 
Munn 1966)
r 1 ' — ’
/ d x
and thus equation (82) simplifies to
oi ^  f, J
The term that was neglected from the equation is now 
considered. Under the operation of the integration over 
(zi, Z2) it becomes f*
( V *  - {-try (jj> -V) «^ 2.
fftUiT 2? -(gH)
and the contribution of this is of the order of 10- .^ The
contribution of is of the order of 10”  ^so all
*i Jo d &
terms of lower order can be neglected.’ The error introduced 
in neglecting the lower order terms is approximately 0 .1%. 
Thus equation (83) becomes
A  „ ~ L  f *  ?-r ‘!z ' . .
'  n I- ~ Cff)
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This equation (85) is the same result aS that obtained by 
the Silver Bay study. However the Silver Bay study does not 
discuss errors introduced by assuminq / ^  -t o
L ** ^  3
and F f r n )  •— Q  . From equation (85) integrating over the 
interval z £, (0 ,100)
c j_ §  - ~ ' ■ J J j J S ' 6' «  - l < Z X > o - C
d x  /-OZ
It should be noticed that in the Silver Bay study (page 34) 
there appear to be misprints in the equations.
The analysis that has just been presented, treated the 
July experimental conditions. To treat the March conditions 
will not require any new approach. The only difference be­
tween the July and March conditions is the velocity profiles. 
This will mean that a different value of (z^, Z2) needs to
be considered in evaluating the . It is found in the
qSTL
March conditions that ^ X/o""? — ('3 7}
edVL
cf$The values of 7 were sought so that a solution for
dx
equation (79) could be obtained. The numerical analysis can 
now be carried out to find the longitudinal pressure gradient. 
The Silver Bay study summarizes the a*nalysis for the July 
and March conditions in tables 6 and 7. There exists an in­
consistency. The results of the Silver Bay table 6 for the
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pressure term should be the same as the results in the Sil­
ver Bay table 4. Which table is the correct one, and why 
is there a difference? The results in table 4 appear to fit 
the theory very well. Using the raw data of salinity and 
temperature the terms of table 6 were recalculated. The val­
ues obtained for the pressure gradient are the same as table 
6 . To add further to the dilemma, the results of Silver 
Bay table (7) and table (5) correspond. The theory used in 
obtaining the results was the same as that for table (6).
The reason for the difference needs to be found.
Consider table I page 61
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EXTRACTS FROM THE SILVER BAY STUDY TABLE (4) AND (6)
TABLE (4) TABLE (6)
(niters) } dt )  July JUlY
0 -440 -120
1 -175 -70
2 . -20 -25
3 -10 -11
4 -6  -6
5 -5 -6
6 -3 -5
7 - 2  0
8 -1 -2
9 -0.5 0
TABLE I
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From Table I it can be seen that a large discrepancy exists 
in only the first few meters. The basic difference between 
the March and July conditions is that the longitudinal sur­
face velocity is much less in March than July. In figure 3 
page 63 it can be seen that the magnitude of the July veloc­
ity for March. One could infer from this that the errors 
have arisen because certain terms have been neglected, the 
terms producing less error for smaller flows. This infer­
ence seems consistent with the treatment of the assumptions 
in chapter 2. It is left now to interpret this discrepancy 
by considering what effect the omission of the terms has 
produced. Recall that the terms that were neglected were
The terms will be studied individually to see where the er- 
orr might arise. Basically the magnitude of the term
is what needs to be investigated.
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T'^ t'i
3.11 Effect of ay .
Stewart (1957) pointed out that when an inlet has a
strong curvature topography, the terms Vj cannot be
3 Xj
neglected. In particular, for the Silver Bay study the term 
Vu cannot be neglected. It is possible that if V was
the surface velocity, then the component in the lateral di­
rection could be large.
Consider the case where Vy s ' an(^  then
r O
= 15 X 10-D cm./sec. at the surface. It is
possible that ~ l^«-) and under these circumstances
I ~ ^ 10~5 cm./sec?, for the surface layer.
As z increases with depth, the 7^  reduces rapidly, and
consequently so does 1/y . Furthermore the deeper
the motion, the less is the effect of wind and, surface
pressure. In other words there exists a damping effect
with increase in depth. In the March conditions if Vy = V)c ,
a n d A ^ = A x  then the possible contribution at the surface
of 1/^  <2-3^ * I , would be 18 X 10“  ^cm./sec? It can be 
d >
seen that the summer conditions were different enough for 
the Vy term to be significant in .the first few meters.
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3'.12 Effect of
The terms ( ~fVy-tZuj Cp (}> V.^  ) have already been dis­
cussed in some detail. Here a few more comments can be made. 
At the surface is zero or else there would be an unstable 
surface. Only the term need be considered at the sur­
face. This term can have a possible magnitude 150 X 10-5
2 . —  —
cm./sec. if 1/^  = , but as soon as a depth of 2 meters is
reached cm./sec. neglecting would not
produce large errors at depths of 2 meters. The value of 
is of the order of only 1 cm./sec., and it would seem as 
if it would be unimportant at a depth of a few meters. It 
must be remembered that this discussion is only for the Sil­
ver Bay conditions; in another inlet where there could exist 
strong upwelling, and lateral currents, there would be a 
large contribution from the coriolis term.
3.13 Effect of the Body Force (X).
There were no body force effects (in the longitudinal 
direction) seen or investigated in the Silver Bay study. It 
is unreasonable to expect a body force to affect the motion 
in a different manner .under the same physical conditions. a> ■ 
If the body force were dependent on the velocity of the 
fluid, then the effect in March would be different than that
in July. There is a definite need to investigate this longi­
tudinal body force. More data are required so that an ana­
lytical function can be constructed, and then a physical in­
terpretation applied.
3• Summary.
It seems as if the term contributes to a large
h
extent to the equation of motion. It is also possible that 
at the surface, neglecting thej'v'^  term, produces a sizable 
error, while the - 2 w  Oj) $ does not. The deficiency at 
the surface is -320 X 10“5 cm./sec.^ of which -300 X 10“  ^
could be accounted by the j „ /’{/• f . a need for more
data is required.
3.2 Errors due to the Curvature.
The possibility that the errors in the Silver Bay study 
table (4) can be accounted by the consideration of curvature 
of the inlet will now be investigated. The tide has a two 
way motion. The effects of the tide cannot be completely 
filtered by taking a time average of the motion, as the tidal 
velocity will be slightly different in the two directions.
Consider the instantaneous velocity in the positive 
Xi direction. Then it can be written that
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vv = Vi. -i U i  i U i — ( % $ )
where 1/i = Eulerian mean velocity (over 2 tidal periods)
Ui - Tidal contribution to the velocity 
Ifi - Turbulent contribution 
It can now be shown that
_ (
C>XK'
U i  Q
where subscript (2) denotes lateral direction. It also fol­
lows that if the radius of curvature of the flow is R, then, 
in the vicinity of a data grid point, where 'Uy-SsQ and ^ G 
that
 ^ (*} I )
l u > _ u x . '
Sx. ~ ft ~
—\
The logical consequence of this, is if R =tC, i.e. if the in­
let has no curvature and is rectangular then by integration 
of (91) Vlj t= constant, (the constant being dependant on the 
boundary conditions), and = constant for all x.
Note. It can be shown that if "s" is the arc length and R
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the radius of curvature that 
c?( x
^  ~ -- —  (7 3)
7 7 "  ^  S *■
From the equation of continuity can be written that
£  Urt c) Uy __ Q
& Y* <P y
where U H. and [Ay  are the tidal component velocities. Consid­
ering figure 4, when the tide is going into the estuary, 
there is no curvature effect. This is equivalent to saying 
UyZO- For the outgoing tide there will be a different {Ax. 
since the tide will be affected by the shape of the inlet. 
Over a tidal cycle it can be written that
U x  ^  ^  “ *
^  U o i  ~  U o j .  ^  °
From this, one can infer that in the longitudinal equation
the terms [ U ° , V  ^  [H., -
cfx 2*3 di
should be included, and especially the first term could
contribute an important amount to the equation. Consider
- \Aoz = 1 cm./sec., this is reasonable since the incoming 
currents are often longer than the outgoing, ,i.e. ebb is
longer than flood - (see Kinsman 1966) .• The value of
\lA o | - We}] ^  15 X 10"5 cm./sec. 2 at surface
L dX
= 9 X 10~^ cm./sec.2 1 meter depth
= 3 X 10“  ^cm./sec.2 2 meter depth
When compared to other terms the above mentioned term contri­
butes a sizable amount. It can 'be seen that it is unjusti­
fied to ignore the effects of curvature in the flow.
Pritchard and Kent (1956) found that the fluctuating 
tidal currents produced an effect of order of magnitude 
greater than the mean flow. It was found that it was impos­
sible to predict the actual magnitudes of the terms involving
the tidal components Uy , Ug • From the shape of the Sil­
ver Bay, there seems to be no reason to ignore the effect of 
curvature. There is a definite different interaction of the 
tide at the two sections, at the end of the data grid. At 
one end, there is more than a 90° change in the direction of 
the currents, including the tidal motion. At the other end 
the motion is quite rectilinear. The most probable reason 
why this particular grid was chosen is that the grid area is 
rectangular. The neglect of the discussion of the tidal ef­
fect by the Silver Bay authors is an important omission. De­
pending on exactly how the data has been collected, there
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seems to be an uncertainty in the acceptance of the Silver 
Bay study table (4) and (5) as being indicative statements 
of the mean flow. The discussion can be clarified by con­
sidering the averaging process as one which cancels opposing 
components in time. But this pre-requires that the compo­
nents are equal and opposite. It is obvious that in the case 
of Silver Bay, the tidal motion is not equal and opposite.
As a summary to this section, it can be firstly stated, 
that more data is required. Not just information about one 
particular unknown, but more accurate information on all the 
<v,.vr trt ) <U,.U,.U2 ), salinity and temperature should 
be found. If the possibility exists, simultaneous data 
would be ideal. The next important conclusion, is that it 
is not only necessary for the grid area to be ideal (i.e. in 
this case rectangular), but it must also be placed in an 
ideal location (i.e. its boundaries must be ideal). If not, 
a necessary investigation into the boundary effects is re­
quired.
—  11*
3.3 The Evaluation of & X .
In the evaluation of V*. — x , the easiest and quickest
?X
way is not necessarily the best way. The assumption that
(i) Current profiles in section _1 and _3 will be 
similar to the measured one at section 2_ (see figure 4 A)
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(ii) The depth of no net horizontal motion is constant 
through-out the grid area,
need to be justified. Without even considering the bottom 
topography, the assumptions will not be valid. The tidal 
motion is of great importance in determining the flow, as has 
been shown in the previous section. The effect of the tide 
would place the velocity profile at any one particular grid 
point in doubt. One needs at least a statement of how much 
error is introduced in accepting the assumption. But in 
their own words the Silver Bay authors offer no supporting 
qualitative measurements. Allthough current drift appeared 
to be similar at the different grid points, by use of drift 
poles, such data are not really adequated for a serious cal­
culation. Drift poles only give a general average picture 
of the mean motion.
The actual numerical method of obtaining the profile at 
the mid-way section by the Silver Bay study method is accept- 
able. However it cannot be recommended too strongly that by 
the aid of a set of velocity current meters at the grid 
points, simultaneous data can be obtained. Statistical 
weighting can be applied on the data, and a more representa­
tive profile would be obtained. When the data are obtained, 
irrespective of method, the mathematical analysis is straight

forward. One considers that
- (t<f)
d?£ 3 %.
JL
and for a center grid point
V*.
&?c
z
x “7
V Xj ■$ — 'Vxj |
"X
__ 2-
However the following approach could have been used;
  x
V ^ J  - ^
d ?c /S.oc
In the Silver Bay study both equation (95) and (96) are used. 
However, McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes use equation (95) for 
the layer (0,5) meters, and equation (96) from (5,100) meters. 
The Silver Bay authors give no reason for why they use the 
method described, but imply that it is a particular weighting 
method. It would be better to use a combination of equation 
(95) and (96). The combination would result in
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3v"x,
2 li* 4 - A x
’r*A - M
2.
On inspection of the Silver Bay study table 9, and results 
obtained by equation (97), the results differ by only 1%. 
However the equation (97) is statistically more sound than 
either (95) or (96) as it considers the profile as one entity, 
rather than two separate sections. The difference in the re- 
suits, however, indicate that one method is not much more 
superior than the other.
The need to take a finer grid, than the one used by the 
Silver Bay study is necessary. With a finer grid more ac­
curate data can be obtained, this in turn gives rise to bet­
ter solutions. By inspecting figure (4 b), one can see that 
a 4 X 5 grid area could be used. The finer grid would give 
more data for a more accurate y  clV*. * The actual size of
the grid is dependant very much on the type of order and ac­
curacy of the variable under investigation. Obviously, it 
would be ridiculous to take grid size of 1 cm., when the er­
ror in defining position is of the order of 100 meters. 
Hence, if one wanted at least a 90% accuracy, a grid size of 
1 km. or more would be needed, if error’ in positioning were 
100 meters.
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Another reason for needing a finer grid area, is that 
more profile sections would be obtained. With three sec­
tions, only one mean profile can be obtained. With four sec­
tions, say (SI, S2, S3, S4) then S2, would be mean of (Si, 
S3), (S3) would be mean of (S2, £4) . Further (SI, S4) would
give a mean between S2, and S3 say SA and ( (S2), . (3)) would 
give SA then SA and SA would give a final mean profile. Ob­
viously, 4 sections are superior to three sections. With 5 
sections, (Si, S2, S3,,S4, S5) , an S2, *S3, S4 would result 
from (SI, S3), (S2, S4) , (S3, S5) . Further (S2, S4) would 
give S3. When there-is more than one mean profile, the 
amount of variation existing would be clear from the differ­
ences in the two mean profiles. One would strongly suggest, 
that at least two mean profile sections be obtained.
In the evaluation of the March data, there are the fur­
ther problems, that the velocities are smaller and the inac­
curacies in the measurements are increased. Also one wonders 
if the average of 20 and 17 is 18, (Silver Bay study, table 
(10) first entry).
a7  dy*.
3.4 The Evaluation of a o> .
^  P •if*
In the evaluation of the term V.y , the method des-
cribed by the Silver Bay study is the usual way it is
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evaluated. The ^J^is computed by the continuity equation; by 
calculating the salt transport over a particular surface z = h, 
the at the surface h is found. The equation for the diffusion 
of salt in water, in an estuarine environment is known.
Only special solutions can be obtained analytically, and 
this usually requires assumptions which linearizes the general 
equation. As a consequence one feels uneasy in accepting; a 
calculated from a salt balance equation. It would be ideal if 
some analytical method could be developed. Some experimental 
technique could be developed; a special type of Eckman meter 
based upon vertical fluctuations seems to be a possibility. A 
more sophisticated method would use an electronic current meter, 
which could be placed on its side, and instead of registering 
horizontal currents it would give vertical fluctuations.
There are technical problems associated with measurements 
of currents, but at least some attempts should be made. The 
smallness in the magnitude of would present problems of sensi­
tivity for the current meter. The present current meters used 
by the Institute of Marine Science (University of Alaska) can 
register down to 2.5 cm./sec. However a meaningful could be 
0.001 cm./sec. One possible alternative, as mentioned in the 
last Chapter, is to employ a second order equation of motion to
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mm —^
find a V% , from measured values of and .
3.5 The Evaluation of _ V L £ i Z.
The terms needed to evaluate the longitudinal equation 
have been considered, it is now important to evaluate terms 
affecting the dynamics in the transverse direction. The Sil­
ver Bay authors have no data for the transverse direction, 
and no real check can be made to see if the theory is satis­
fied. One can at least develope the equations needed for 
the numerical analysis.
It was found that equation (71) is the important equa­
tion describing the dynamics in the transverse direction. 
Basically the equation is a first order equation plus a sec­
ond order equation. The first order equation is
and the second order is
Using the same methodology as in section 3.1
one obtains
3 rj  °*J * 2  f  * - y  = °
? c*'1 f  J- \
£
0 3 r * I*
Note that the Silver Bay study equation (21) is
-  {  {  ? J )  + { * « - )
\  f  *y /  '
and this is an incorrect equation (see Neumann and Pierson 
1966). Without repeating section 3.1, if appropriate (^ )
are taken for the first integration, one obtains the result
- (too)
This equation has the same form as (85), and this is expected,
c/Csince the same method is used. The term ( — ) can now be 
evaluated from equation (100), substituted into equation (98) 
where the pressure gradient can be found.
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3.6 The Centripetal Force.
The centripetal force can be calculated indirectly from 
equation (71), or directly by examining the radial velocity. 
Indirectly, from knowing the pressure gradient and the lon­
gitudinal velocity, the value of Y can be found. Since the
radial force per unit mass is — ? where R is radius of cur-
R
vature of flow, and expressing uy* in terms of V"x , and as 
suggested in equations (63) - (66), Y can be found. It would 
then be left to check the equation (71) for validity.
3.7 Some Considerations on the Second Order Terms.
As mentioned in chapter 2, second order equations some­
times give physically significant results. Consider the 
equation
vx djf., + 5 ^ ajfv +■ Vz =  o
then over the sections (1, 2, 3), it can be written as
A  X tx 's  A  2
*■
Since the grid section is unchanging, if set up correctly 
then A** : A y  : 1: c£* : where ( t ) are constants.
Then one can obtain
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( -  V»,j) •<u 1 =  O
<  <*«. c<$
V-Z
°r that '' «»*, v*,,. +  «\?± *■>,>. ( - ( l ot )
1 1 *,<*>.
To give an idea of what type of results can be obtained from 
(101), a few examples will be given.
CASE I: Assume c't - c(\. **■ 10 meters, — 1i meter,
VKtX = 10 cm./sec. and O then V ^ z= “ 0 -o| cm./sec.
CASE II: Assume same conditions as in case 1, except
that Vv,iV = 1 cm./sec. then = -0.011 cm./sec.
CASE III: Assume conditions as in case 1 except that
1 cm./sec., then = -0.001 cm./sec.
Comparing the results that the Silver Bay study obtained for 
the l/*£ it appears that the order of V  ^obtained in case I,
II and III are of the correct magnitude. This is encouraging 
since equation (101) is straightforward to evaluate. A fur­
ther excercise will now be done, and a comparison will be 
made between the results given by equation (101) and the
Silver Bay study table (11). Consider <?v, = 1500 meters,^
*■
— 1 meter, C>(z~ 750 meters then
[ *7SO -h JSOOIJ^X Or.iJa&C
** X lO 6
(assume i/Vj = o)
OT, ,
Comparison of the
sec  ^calculated'•V*. »•/>.
18
- 0.012
14
-0.009
9
-0.006
6
-0.004
3
-0.001
1
-0.0006
-0.5
+0.0003
-2
+0.001
-3
° +0.002
-4
+0.0024
TABLE II
-5
Table 
(Silver Bay)
-0.005
- 0.010
-0.014
-0.016
-0.018
-0.017
-0.017
-0.017
-0.017
-0.014
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It is interesting to note the difference that exists in the 
values given by the two systems. Immediately it can be seen 
that / 0 would result in a different V,^  , but what is 
The most interesting difference is the change in sign at the 
6 meter level. Since this region is also a region of zero 
longitudinal velocity, one may expect a stagnation' region, 
and if so a reversal in sign of Vj. would be expected.
Equation (74) is another second order equation. Using 
the same ( ^ , c(*. as described above, equation (74) becomes
zs - f *2**} 2, -h ,2. I
 ^ *<i £<a, J
which, interestingly, is the same as equation (101). It 
seems then, that the second order terras of both the lateral
is perhaps a strong indication that the equation (101) does 
have some valuable physical significance. There is definitely
t-
a need for further investigation.
3.8 Salt Balance Equation.
Only a brief comment will be given on the salt balance
J-o "(loz)
On simplifying one obtains
and vertical motion give rise to the same form for Vi- This
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equation. The salt transport allows for the calculation of 
the 1/^  , so the equation is important. As was shown in chap­
ter I, the general equation can be written as
5_S + qjj (9S c?  ^t\j i is  ^ 00
£> if Kj,
where Ki\ are the diffusivities, and r- being the advec-
4 oXj
tion of salt. Using the continuity equation = 0, (*)
&Xi
then becomes
2 }  = '- * <? ) - ^ o 3 )
If one considers the main flow area, one can neglect the
diffusivity terms, and then the equation becomes simple to 
evaluate. The diffusivity terms become important near the 
bottom and sides of the estuary.
3.9 Summary.
In this chapter the numerical methods of evaluating the 
dynamics of an estuary were investigated. It was found cur­
vature affected the flow, especially the tidal motion. A 
finer data grid is found to be desirable. Simultaneous data 
would be extremely useful. More than just a is important 
in the analysis, and data are imperative to obtain. The
84
possibility of evaluating from and was investigated 
and showed promise, more data are required.
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4.0 Introduction.
The validity of the conclusions is dependant on the val­
idity of the assumptions involved in obtaining the conclu­
sions. In chapter I a general mathematical analysis was pre­
sented. The theory of the Silver Bay analysis was discussed 
in chapter II, and in chapter III the numerical methods were 
evaluated. It is now left to evaluate the conclusions ob­
tained by the Silver Bay authors. As has been stated, some 
of the assumptions were invalid. Therefore erroneous results 
are expected. The results will now be reviewed in the light 
of other data, and an alternative theory.
4.1 General Discussion of Some Physical Observations.
The results of the Silver Bay study were obtained under 
some assumptions which may not hold for Silver Bay. This does 
not mean that the results are erroneous, but rather that the 
confidence level of acceptance is somewhat reduced. The con­
fidence level is defined as the % probability, i.e. if the 
confidence level of accepting A is 95% then the probability 
that A is correct is 0.95, (see Fraser .1961).
An example of a non-valid assumption is that the lateral 
velocity is zero. McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes assume
CHAPTER 4
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that the lateral velocity is zero, and make no attempt to 
measure it. In their own words "No attempt was made to cal­
culate the lateral velocities..." The measuring of a longitu­
dinal and lateral velocity has, since the time of the Silver 
bay study, become quite sophisticated. Lateral velocities 
can be measured to a high order of accuracy, * 3% error in 
the range 0.05 to 7.0 knots (see' Hydro Products 1967). This 
means that a lateral velocity of 2 cm./sec. at the surface 
can be measured. In the Silver Bay study Ekman, Biplane, and 
Magnesyn meters were used. These meters, although they can 
measure a wide range of velocity, have a low order of accuracy, 
1 (15 - 25%) error. This is due to the mechanical make-up of 
the meters. William von Arx (1964) discusses these meters in 
detail. The use of meters, since they register a distribution 
of velocity, and since the Silver Bay grid area has a complex 
topography, give rise to errors in the interpretation. Ona 
can only infer the direction and the approximate magnitude of 
the current, in the direction of the mainflow. This is a 
definite limitation.
Whenever assumptions are made, or results are given, a
#•
confidence level should also be given.
This confidence level would allow one to interpret how 
valid the results
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could £e. The variance from the mean is an'important quan­
tity, since besides giving an idea of the size of the per­
turbations, confidence levels can be obtained. An example 
of this will now be given. Consider the term with
Tx
a mean m and variance (J *. Then if one rejects terms which 
have a 30% error, one would reject 1/W if
^  V *  £  ■* C< 1 £  0 - 7 0fr. j* - *  £  < |
cr 
VrL
n = data elements 
?f= probability, - theoretical mean, c( = constant
The term V*£ d ify. would have a If  X 100% error range. Giving
a result with a confidence level, enables one to decide if 
more data are needed or if ammendments have to be made to 
the theory.
4 . H  The Alaska Water Pollution Control Board.
The Alaska Water Pollution control board carried out a
set of pollution control studies in Silver Bay in 1956 - 57.
They published their findings in Water Pollution Control
*
(1957). The region of study coincided with the Silver Bay 
study area. Although the Alaska Water Pollution Control
Board h&d a different aim in mind than that of the Silver 
Bay authors, current studies were made. Pertinent informa­
tion was published by the Alaska Water Pollution Control 
Board, which is consistent with the theory presented in chap 
ter 2 and 3 and contradictory to the Silver Bay analysis.
It was found that the meteorological conditions existing dur 
ing the time of the data collection was severe enough to af- 
feet the flow. For example, the strong westerly winds re­
versed the surface currents for a day or so. No mention of 
this is given in the Silver Bay study. The collecting of 
simultaneous meteorological and oceanographic data is essen­
tial. If one has the required data, by carefully filtering, 
one can correct the bias. In the next few sections the rel­
evant parts from the Alaska Water Pollution Control Board 
study will be discussed. In the light of the Alaska Water 
Pollution Control Board study the conclusions of the Silver 
Bay study will then be discussed.
4.2 Evidence of Lateral Flows.
The Alaska Water Pollution Control Board gives a dia- 
gramatic summary of flow for the July condition, and from 
these diagrams the existence of lateral flows can be infer­
red. The summary is presented in figure (5) and (6). From
FIGURE''
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figure (5) one can see that the river run-off is large enough 
to bring the drift poles into the main-channel. In further 
evidence of lateral flow, a quote from Alaska Water Pollution 
Control Board study is relevant; "Movement of the poles was 
towards the beach near Bucko or the beach near Libra". Look­
ing at figure (6) this indicates that the motion toward Bucko 
would have been for an outgoing tide while ingoing towards 
Libra. This suggests a preferred passage, which is a result 
of both the coriolis force and topography of the inlet. Fig­
ure (7) further amplifies the fact that curvature affects the 
flow, giving a resultant lateral non-zero velocity.
4.3 Effects of Tidal Motion.
By investigating current motion both at ebb and at flood 
tide, the effect of the tidal motion over a tidal period can 
be inferred. Figures (8) and (9) taken from the Alaska Water 
Pollution Control Board study give the surface current condi­
tions at the ebb and ’flood tide. These figures suggest that 
resultant lateral velocities exist. Also, on further analy­
sis it can be seen that the tidal actions on the water be­
tween Bucko and Manitare not equal and opposite for the ebb 
and flood, as has been suggested by the Silver Bay authors. 
The theory, as was mentioned in chapter 2, suggests that the
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t'idal velocity does not have equal and opposite effects in 
this section of the inlet.
4.4 Contributions of the River Run-off.
An important factor which has been neglected in the Sil­
ver Bay study is the effect of the river run-off. With large 
run-off, the tidal force effect'would be dampened on the in­
going tide. The amount of damping might be critical enough 
to cause strong vertical mixing, which in turn could cause 
the perturbations to become important in the analysis. In 
March there was very little river discharge in comparison to 
the July conditions. As a consequence the lateral flow 
should be more pronounced. This is evident by comparing fig­
ures (10) and (11) to figures (8 ) and (9).
4.5 Analysis of the Results of the Silver Bay study.
McAlister, Rattray, and Barnes did not obtain the result 
that their theory predicted. The velocity profile did not 
agree with the prediction. The salinity profile for the 
March data was in disagreement with their theory. The sur­
face velocity for March was 120% of the critical velocity. 
These disagreements can in part be explained by the accep­
tance of invalid assumptions. In the light of the data pre­
sented by the Alaska Water Pollution Control Board, it is
Page 95 Missing
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seen th.at the geometry of an inlet, must be ‘considered as a 
major restraint to the flow. Even though the part of an in­
let under survey has ideal boundary conditions, parts of the 
inlet which are not immediately adjacent to it can still af­
fect the flow.
In the analysis of the stress field the stresses were 
computed in two different ways. The first way is by integrat-
table (4) and (5). The alternate way is to compute the sur­
face stresses from the mean wind data. The integrated val­
ues agree with the values obtained from the use of the mean 
wind.
In regards to the pressure gradient, stress gradient, 
and inertial fields, the listing in the Silvar Bay study 
table (4) is wrong. This has already been shown in Chapter 
3. The questions that are still as yet unanswered, are those 
which determine the source of error. The possibilities of 
being
ing the which are given in the Silver Bay study
5  2:
(i) Tidal motion
(ii) Lateral velicity component
(iii) Vertical component )
or (iv) River run-off
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has been discussed, and the neglect of each may contribute 
to the over all error.
4.6 Summary of the Silver Bay Experiment.
The Silver Bay study was a first of its kind. The 
Navier-Stokes equation was numerically evaluated under cer­
tain assumptions. The results obtained did not satisfy the 
simplified equations of motion. The major assumptions were 
that = 0 , and <u,) = 0 and the major omissions, were to 
neglect to consider the curvature of the inlet, the term 
-2U) Cop (j> V~£ from the longitudinal equation of motion, and 
the amount of river run-off. It is found that it'is impor­
tant to consider the right form for the averaging operator. 
The assumptions Vy = 0 and < U t >  = 0 are not valid and the 
omissions produce errors. It is further found that a confi­
dence level should be associated with the data. This confi­
dence level would allow one to interpret the data, and at the 
same time the variance would determine how much the results 
could be trusted.
What one could now do is to repeat the whole Silver Bay 
experiment, but this time collect all the data that has been 
suggested. Further sophisticated analysis can be applied, and 
this will be discussed in the next chapter.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY
5.0 Introduction.
Physical conditions are always changing, and it is 
usually impossible to repeat an experiment under the 
exact same conditions. When considering the physical 
properties of an estuarine system, the boundary con­
ditions are always changing. The data will be coupled 
with a time factor, and no static theory is adequate.
The description of how the physical conditions vary 
with time is essential to understanding the physical 
phenomena present. The manner in which data is analyzed 
becomes very important in obtaining meaningful results. 
Further discussion of this will be given in this chapter.
5• General Considerations of the Fluid Flow.
In an incompressible fluid flow, the surface motion is 
coupled to the flow beneath in a very definite way.
Studies of drifting objects deal with the translational 
motion, and it is quite clear that more insight can be 
gained by observing the mutual relative movement of fields 
of drifters in order to study the plane strain rates of 
flow. From this study, one might identify regions of up- 
welling, subsidence, vorticity and shear with all that may
CHAPTER 5
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be inferred from these. Two^points should be stressed in 
regards to taking of data.
(i) The water is a material continuum and cannot 
be properly traced by a field of two or three buoys. The 
buoy motion is only partially representative of the water 
flow and is not in any sense itself continuous. A finite 
field of buoys has many mathematical characteristics of a 
molecular array, in the sense"that the buoys can, to a large 
extent, move independently of one another, and that they 
represent mass points seperated by large empty spaces. It 
is necessary to keep this in mind when working with a fixed 
array of a finite field of sensors. The separation between 
neighbors fixes the scale of turbulent phenomena that one 
can portray in this manner.
(ii) The other point to be made is that a single 
run of an experiment in a turbulent field does not yield 
much information about such a random process. It is in all 
essentials unrepeatable.- Physical experiments must, there­
fore, be repeated until a statistically useful sample has 
been collected. Given that practical experiments must be 
accomplished in finite time with data from a finite array 
of points, one may ask how best to optimise, the distribution 
of the data acquisition in time and space in order to assure
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the most representative and meaningful sample.
To sum up, the basic data desired by oceanographers are 
those needed to define water masses, differing as to temper­
ature, salinity, colour and other characteristics, and to 
measure their modifications by turbulent diffusion, and by 
external energy flux from the air, the sky and the rotating 
earth. Since the ocean is a three dimensional continuum
with only its upper surface exposed to the overview, obser-%
vations must be taken with a view to kinematical derivation 
of the flow that is hidden from view. Except in a few 
special cases, remote sensing in a pure sense has no special 
merit other than possible convenience and economy. It will 
probably find its greatest use as a supplement to data ac­
quired point by point in the ocean proper.
5.2 General Discussion of the Numerical Method.
In estuarine dynamics, data are collected so as to solve 
numerically the Navier - Stokes equation. This equation is
y.V tf - -J + j / t V ( V - Y ) + / 4 V %v  - Z  SL*v-
n
r
and is subject to the equation of continuity
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and the boundary conditions, which depend on the physical
properties of the particular inlet.
There are many sources of error when collecting data, 
and so a statistical analysis of the data is needed. The 
analysis can be carried out using the theory of estimators. 
An estimator is a statistic, that is, a function of the 
sample values, which will provide numerical estimates of a 
parameter. Thus it is important to consider the desirable 
properties of these estimators. Fraser (1960) discusses the 
estimators, under the properties of being
These properties will be discussed in the next section.
The physical operations involved, in treating the data 
need to be well understood. One of these operations is the 
averaging process. The averaging operator is
(i) unbiased
(ii) consistent
(iii) sufficient.
and for periodic functions the operator reduces to
1
n T
r
where T is the period of the periodic motion, and n is a
positive integer. It is extremely  ^  ^that no func­
tions are assumed to be periodic just because they might 
appear to be so. As an example of this, the tidal oscillation 
might be thought to be periodic. In general, the tidal ve­
locity can be represented by a periodic function. In the 
case of a rectangular inlet, the velocity takes the form
(X m (do Co <£)
However, as has been shown, the physical properties of the 
inlet may be such that at ebb tide the velocity is
L/ ~ Wo Co>
and at flood tide
\j e u, 6 0  4>,
where u . M , .  4i and ^  can be functions of time and space.
On assuming that the ebb tide and the flood tide have the same 
velocity function, terms like and \A
a* d x
*•
would be considered as zero. But in actual fact they are
c[ (Uo- M,) and (if©- ^ 1) , and the error in-
Px- d *
troduced by assuming them to be zero might be considerable.
As a suggestion, tide gauges could be used, and the form of 
the tidal motion, then could be calculated. It would then 
be possible to determine the value of IWo-u, | . A crite­
rion could then be set up, such that if
Uo - U; I ~ C  (depending on the inlet)
then for all practical purposes, the tidal motion could be 
considered as periodic.
Since most inlets are not rectangular, it is strongly 
suggested that the lateral and vertical tidal components be 
considered. As has been seen in the work by Stewart (1957), 
the curvature of the James River was extreme enough for the 
lateral component of the tidal velocity to become important. 
Again, one should not assume the components to be periodic.
r,
5.3 The Data Analysis.
For a numerical study of the Navier - Stokes equation the 
following data are required:
(i) Temperature (T)
(ii) Salinity (S)
(iii) Velocity Field (V)
The T, S, and V will be functions of position (x,y,z) and 
time (t) . .
•  ■ ..■'JlfSifS1
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The temperature and salinity are usually measured using a 
Nansen bottle (see von Arx 1964). New electronic equipment 
has been developed, which makes use of a conductivity bridge 
to measure salinity. The velocity field can be measured by 
the use of current meters. The error in the measurement of 
temperature is of the order of 0.01° C. The salinity can be 
measured to 99.9 % accuracy.
5.31 Statistical Theory.
It has been stated that the estimators need to be un­
biased, consistent and sufficient. For the estimator to be 
unbiased, the expectation value of the estimator must be the 
true mean of the statistic. As an example of this consider 
the following problem. Assume the need to measure
of a distribution, where f . f x ]  is the 
expectation of . Then the estimator used to measure 
can be ^  . Where
X - L
1*1
Then X  unbiased if
Now
£  f x j =  £  [
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i~t
So X  is an unbiased estimator of / *  • An estimator --
is a consistent estimator of &  if the probability distri­
bution of 't concentrates on the parameter value as the 
number of elements of data become large, i.e.
P f  £  T  - -W
<1 &G
where <f O and 71 is the amount of data. An esti­
mator /  is a sufficient statistic if, given the value of it , 
the conditional distribution is independent of the parameters. 
A statistic which is useful has'all the three properties.
Thus it is important that only estimators which have these 
properties be considered.
5.32 Hypothesis Testing.
Once the data has been collected, and the correct esti­
mator is being used, a criterion needs to be developed so 
that a statistic can either be accepted or rejected.
Roden (1968) examined some oceanographic data using suitable
«•
estimators. But since he did not apply a hypothesis test on
• —
his results, one is left to do further calculations before 
the results can be accepted.
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As a first simple testing model consider a set of ob-
r
servations, relating a function f to depth. Consider the 
data to be taken over various days at positions (% , , 2 )
where (*'o , ) are fixed. Then a suitable estimator for ths
mean of -f is
= £  [  f. ( * ; * . * )
c*i
crxl
where// is the number of observations. One can now consider 
the function
<-yt
M  “  4  Z  f £  < > - M  - f  K ^ , * ) ]
cs/
where <T '(-f) is the variance of ^*. Then the value of 
f  , 2 ) can either be accepted or rejected depending
on whether Cr i r i ‘ <?(/) or not, where ) is the
maximum variance tolerable for the calculations. This means 
if <?'■({)*%'■ (f)  ,• the data does not have a required ac­
curacy. The maximum variance has to be calculated.. This 
can be done by considering statistical distributions. Fraser
(1960, pg. 374) summarizes the method.
#•
The statistical analysis of the data, is an integral 
part of a complete analysis of an experiment. One can have 
confidence in the results,.and the amount of error is known.
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Also when repeating an experiment, by knowing where the er­
rors are introduced more care can be taken, even new techni­
ques to obtain better results could be devised.
5.4 The Equations of the Analysis.
A summary of all the equations needed for the analysis 
will now be given. The main equations are the component
• r
equations of motion for the general mean flow. These are 
given as equations (32), (33) and (34). When allowing for 
some legitimate assumptions, the equations become those of 
(40), (41) and (42). The energy equation for the mean mo­
tion, equation (46), is also an important equation. From the 
energy equation, useful information about the energy dis­
tribution can be found. The time average operator, equation 
(36), is important in the analysis, since the mean equations 
are the ones being investigated. As for the equations in­
volved in the numerical calculations, they are not individu­
ally important. Chapter three, which discusses the numerical 
study, can be considered as a chapter*of algebraic manipula­
tions .
#•
5.*5 Modelling of an Estuary.
The work that has been discussed in all the previous 
sections, has been in reference to testing the equation of
Ill
flow. The Silver Bay study was an effort to investigate the 
dynamics of the flow, and basically this was the testing of the 
Navier - Stokes equation under simplifying assumptions. The 
attempt by the Silver Bay authors was the first of its kind. 
Understandably some mistakes in their analysis has been found. 
There was also a lack of sufficient data.
Learning from the Silver Bay study one can now proceed to 
the next step of sophistication. More reliable data is nec­
essary. A statistical study should be employed, to determine 
the usefulness of the data. The consequences of all the as­
sumptions need to be investigated. Once there is consistency 
between the theory and the experimental values, an analytical 
study could be made.
A possible analytical approach, would be to obtain anal­
ytical representation for the salinity and temperature distri­
bution. The salinity, for example, could be expressed in terms 
of some geometric parameters. A possible set of parameters are,
(i) distance from the point of measurement to the bottom of the 
estuary, (ii) distance from the side, and (iii) distance from 
the head of the inlet.
As an example of these possibilities, some salinity data 
was examined. This salinity data was collected by Rosenberg 
et. al. (1967) in Cook Inlet, S. E. Alaska. Carrying out a 
simple analysis for the surface data.
1 1 2
it is found that the salinity can be represented by 
^  =. et 'Urcj -f p  y
where cS,p  are constants, and X  is the distance from the 
fresh water source. This type of mathematical form for the 
salinity, would enable a comparison to be made between vari­
ous inlets.
An analogy can be made between meteorological and 
oceanographic data. *In meteorology, analytical expressions 
for transport coefficients have been calculated. Stability 
criteria have been evaluated for the flow of air masses. If 
enough data were available similar calculations should be 
possible in a water regime.
5.6 Recommendation for Further Study.
Physical oceanography is still a relatively new science, 
and the study of estuarine dynamics has not produced any 
sophisticated new theory. What is most lacking is data.
Much more data needs to be collected. The type of data re­
quired has been discussed, and it is essential that it be ob­
tained to produce a useful theory. Meteorological data should 
be collected simultaneously with the oceanographic data. 
Radiation measurements should be made, so that heat budget 
studies can be carried out. Winds values will assist in
i!
calculating surface stresses. Geological studies of bottom
r
properties will enable one to determine the lav/s applicable 
to bottoia stresses. All in all, one should take all the 
data possible even though it may not be immediately useful. 
Later a quantity that was not measured may be important 
enough, that the whole experiment might need to be repeated. 
For example no V  ^ data are available from the Silver Bay 
study. Assuming that at the time I/y could have been ne­
glected, if some data had been taken, a re-calculation of 
the equations could be made without repeating the whole ex­
periment.
One can summarize the recommendations in a list form.
If physically possible
(i) take data of all (T, S, V) 
and at the same time
(ii) take the associated meteorological data
then
(iii) a statistical analysis must be carried out on 
the data to check its validity, and further an
(iv) analytical representation of the oceanographic 
parameters should be one of the principle aims, so as to be 
able to characterize inlets. As a concluding remark one 
hopes that in the advent of new data becoming available, a
113
i
more consistent theory can be developed.
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